A PLACE OF HEALING
and an innovative approach to
the wellness experience

“As a nurse and former patient of bariatric
surgery, I can attest to, and appreciate, how

WELCOME TO PREMIER SURGICAL INSTITUTE
A WORLD-CLASS PLACE OF HEALING WITH IMPECCABLE
STANDARDS OF IN-PATIENT AND OUT-PATIENT SURGICAL
CARE, IMAGING, AND OTHER WELLNESS OFFERINGS, ALL
FOR BELOW-AVERAGE HOSPITAL PRICING.

special and unique a hospital Premier Surgical
Institute is. From the moment you walk in the
door, you will know you aren’t in a traditional
hospital. I received impressive care and
pampering like I was on vacation. The facility
is designed to provide an experience that
promotes comfort and wellness, and without a
doubt, quicker recoveries.”
Kelly, Bariatric Weight Loss Surgery

Premier Surgical Institute hospital was the inspiration
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surgeons, which provide a range of surgical and

provides a compassionate health-spa-inspired

wellness care to our patients.

“escape” for its patients, for a fraction of the cost of
traditional hospitals.
SPECIALIZED CARE
We are a specialized hospital offering elite service, with no public emergency room or intake of patients with contagious illness or infectious
diseases. This means our patients don’t have to share our facility with “general hospital” populations as do traditional hospitals.

UNCOMPROMISING STANDARDS
Uniquely structured to cater to patient needs, Premier Surgical Institute’s uncompromising standards in providing friendly, consistent,
and individualized care ensures the best patient outcomes. With an impressive nurse-to-patient ratio that far exceeds traditional hospital
systems, we immediately schedule procedures and surgeries so our patients don’t have to wait to receive the care they need. As part of
our overall wellness structure, Premier Surgical Institute’s award-winning Physical Therapists are passionate about working with patients to
ensure rapid recoveries.

Our luxurious and welcoming hospital grounds also
promote wellness, and feature elements of nature,
soothing colors, aroma therapy, comforting fireplaces,
courtyards with fountains, and beautiful artwork.

“This is the only hospital I ever want to go
to. There is sincere and excellent personal
care, promptness, friendliness, and
attention to every need and request made
by not only me, but my entire family. All
the staff is excellent and truly care – from
my surgeon to the X-ray imaging techs
to physical therapy to the nurses, one of
which even stopped by to see how I was
doing on her day off! With the relaxing
atmosphere and awesome fresh food
that’s prepared to order by the Red Onion,
Premier Surgical Institute doesn’t even feel
like a hospital.”

Teresa, Spine Surgery
(Lumbar Surgery with Piriformis Release)

HOSPITAL STAY OR
LUXURY GETAWAY?
Our clean, stylish, and comfortable décor includes
pampering design and caring accommodations.
•

All patient rooms are private with individual
temperature control and feature spa robe, down
comforter, throw pillows, satellite TV, and en suite
bathroom with granite sink and custom glass bowl.

•

Concierge service for patients, families, and
their overnight guests – warmed blankets, inroom spa services available, and assistance with
accommodations and boarding for pets.

•

Delicious menu provided by the onsite restaurant
and cafeteria, Red Onion Café Espressoria – from
free lattes to fine meals and snacks made to order
and delivered “room service” style.

•

Premier’s Stained Glass Chapel offers a quiet and
comforting atmosphere, and is always open.

“If the top score were a 10, I would give Premier Surgical
Institute a 15. My surgeon bent over backwards to care for
me. The whole staff was great. Everything was above and
beyond. I am walking around with no pain or limp. People
cannot believe how well I am doing.”
Joseph, Total Hip Replacement

PREMIER IMAGING CENTER
WE OFFER NO-WAIT, FULL-SERVICE, STATE-OF-THE-ART
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING WITH PREMIER’S TRADEMARK
TRANQUIL SPA-LIKE ENVIRONMENT AND LOW-COST PRICING.
All imaging is performed by our highly trained and friendly, certified imaging
staff with more than 10 years of clinical experience each, and whose number
one focus is patient comfort. With fast and accurate exams that cover a range of
healthcare needs, our results are prompt, and in most cases same-day.

Many patients don’t realize that no matter their insurance or
hospital system, they can choose to have their imaging at Premier

Ultrasound | MRI | CT/CAT Scans | Digital X-Ray | Fluoroscopy

Imaging Center, and need only let their doctor know. Unlike

Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Imaging Center | 620.783.4633

other hospitals in the region with average delays of at least a
week, we schedule immediately.
“I was so excited when I learned I

For our Gender Reveal and Vascular Ultrasound Wellness
Screenings, no doctor referrals are needed.

could get my imaging at Premier’s
Imaging Center. Everyone was
incredibly nice and helpful. They
scheduled me the same day I called
and were amazing about making
sure my doctor got my results right
away. And then, when I learned I
paid less for my MRI than I would
have at my regular hospital, I was
blown away.”
Danny
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Just minutes from downtown Joplin, past the Missouri state line.
Honored to serve patients from the Four State Region, as well as those
traveling to us from around the nation and the world.
You can let your doctor know you would like to

We work closely with Medicare, all the top local and

come to Premier, or inquire with us about our

national insurance plans, and directly with patients.

providers and referring physicians, as well as our

We encourage patients to call with questions so we

other wellness offerings that do not require a

can help you navigate the complex insurance system

doctor referral.

and tell you about the deeper cost savings we offer
through our Global Cash Pricing.

1619 W 7th St (K-66), Galena, KS 66739
PremierSurgicalInstitute.com
620.783.1732

